Consultant and Trainer Advisory Group
Minutes
11/13/13

Attendance: Amy Warnagiris, Kathleen Swain, Rob Winesickle, Jessica Wittman
On Phone: Joan Mosier, Bonnie Marsh, Jo Sterner

CTAG Fall Event Review
- SE held; 12 people
- Critical Thinking AM and Facilitation Skills PM
- Well received
- Will continue to schedule opportunities

Trainer Utilization Workgroup
- Last meeting held 10/31
- Continuing to make progress
- Diverse group made up of county liaisons, newer trainers, seasoned trainers, resource center staff
- Next meeting 11/27; hoping to finish up work in February

Calls for Trainers
- 921: Reactive Attachment Disorder: An Overview
- 921: Reactive Attachment Disorder: Parenting and Therapeutic Interventions
- 303: Understanding Reactive Attachment Disorder
- 927: Advocating for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Questioning (LGBTQ) Youth
- 928: Teaching Life Skills to Foster Youth
- 913: Using Technology to Communicate: I Need to Know More Than My Child
- 209: Concurrent Planning
- Coming soon
  - 205: Ethical Engagement and Service for Children and Families with Hearing Loss and/or Vision Loss

Returning CWRC Training Materials
- There have been some challenges lately
- When packages are returned, staff check to be sure all items are included
- If something not returned, trainers will receive an email and their invoice will not be processed until there is a resolution

CPSL Updates
- Group has been meeting
- Sharon England is the project lead
- Updating curriculum with CPSL information
- We are watching legislation, hoping some bills will be passed by the end of the month
- Looking for implementation dates
- We can make a fact sheet for trainers listing changes until curriculum is updated
- Helping the legislation understand how changes impact implementation
- Stay tuned
Training Reminders

- **Maintenance People/Other Visitors**
  - When training in one of our leased facilities, please contact the resource specialist when visitors come there
- **Participants only attending part of workshop**
  - Ideal would be to take entire training at one time
  - When someone shows up for one day only, please note in the comment section on the trainer feedback form
  - We are tracking instances in order to serve participants and counties better
- **Computer Equipment**
  - Please let computer equipment turned on
    - Automatic updates cannot be run if computer turned off
  - Turn off LCD remotes, projectors, TV
- **Training evaluation**
  - New format—switching from scantron to teleforms
  - No changes to data—not the red form but will still be a bubble form

Questions/Open Forum

- **Changes to Safety plans due to lawsuits**
  - Please be sure to tell participants to ask at their county
  - Business as usual; training curriculum not changing at this point
  - There is a Due Process Workgroup
    - Cindy Horshaw, OCYF legal, resource center staff, county administrators, attorneys (approximately 40 people)
    - Some counties shared various ways they are changing including using courts differently and no safety plans
  - We will be coming back with more guidance for trainers
- **Obtaining professional development hours due to CTAG events being cancelled**
  - We are discussing a possible combined event with diversity task force and supervisor event for the Spring
  - Potentially offering Critical Thinking training via Webex
  - Several pilot trainings coming up that trainers can attend

Next meeting: Wednesday, December 11, 2013